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The purpose of this paper is, first of all (Section l), to show how, given 
any commutative ring R and any finitely generated free R-module F, one 
can construct a filtration for the GL(P)-representation D(D,F), whose 
associated graded object is isomorphic to C K22 F, where K,, F denotes the 
Weyl fun&or of shape p (for a definition, cf. [A-B-W-2], where “co- 
Schur” is used, instead of “Weyl”). This generalizes a well known classical 
identity on symmetric functions (cf. [M, Exercise 5 on p. 451). 
The existence of such a filtration for D(D,F) was predictable, since 
D(D,F) is the contravariant dual (cf. [A-B-2, Sect. 23) of S(&F) E 
RIXii]lGisjG, (n=rk(F)) and [A, Sect. 21 in fact shows k[X,] =C L,-,V 
(k a field of characteristic zero, V an n-dimensional k-vector space) by 
constructing a characteristicfree filtration of R[X,], whose associated 
graded object is C L,2 F. (L,F denotes the Schur functor of shape p, cf. 
[A-B-W-2].) 
Both D(D2F) and S(S2F) are plethysms. For us, a plethysm is any com- 
position W(T(F)) of two functors that are universally free in the sense of 
[A-B-W-l]. Such a composition is a generalization of Littlewood’s 
operation on Schur functions (cf. [M, Chap. I]). Among other reasons, 
plethysms are interesting because they naturally arise in the characteristic- 
free representation theory of the general linear group. For instance, the 
kernel of the map L Q. 1 ),(1) F --t Lt2q F (surjective over every R) induced 
by A’FQA2F@A1F+A2F@A2F, aQb@cHbQa A c, is the functor 
A’(S,F), and one can show (cf. Section 4) that neither is A*(&F) the 
functor L,, l~jF, nor is the functor K,,,,,F (/i’(S, F) is a Z-form of LC2,,2jF, 
in the sense of [A-B-W-l], that is, A2(S2 V) =Lc2,,2) V for every k-vector 
space V, char(k) = 0). 
The decomposition of D(D,F) pairs with the following result: S(A*F) is 
isomorphic, up to a filtration, to C L21F. A proof of this is in [A-DF, 
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Sect. 21: their direct sum decomposition of k[ Y,ll G i<jsn (k as before) is 
in fact obtained by means of a characteristic-free filtration of R[ Y,]. 
(Another construction of the filtration for S(/1’F) is due to D. A. 
Buchsbaum, and is unpublished.) 
The close parallelism between the cases of D(D,F) and S(A2F) is 
remarkable because it generalizes to functors the classical link between the 
symmetric functions expressing the characters of D(D,F) and S(n*F) (cf. 
Remark 2.9). In fact, such a parallelism involves the constructions of the 
two filtrations, as we show in Section 2, where the filtration of S(/I’F) 
given in [A-DF] is described anew. 
Again by contravariant duality, the result on S(n2F) implies that 
D(LI~I;) has a universal filtration with associated graded object the direct 
sum 1 K,-,F. We explicitly construct such a filtration in Section 3, under- 
lining the close parallelism with S(S2 F) (whose filtration we revisit as 
well). 
It follows from the above that each of the plethysms D(D,F) and 
D(/i2F) (resp., S(S,F) and S(A2F)), up to a filtration, is GL(F)- 
isomorphic to a direct sum of Weyl (resp., Schur) functors. One then 
wonders about all the plethysms A(B,F), with A and B ranging in 
{D, A, S}. (As for A(B,F), h 2 3, there seems to be little hope that they 
may have universal filtrations: cf. Remark 4.2.) It is easy to see (Section 4) 
that, except for the four cases listed above, no other universal filtration 
exists for plethysms of type A(B,F), with composition factors all Weyl 
functors or all Schur functors. 
Throughout, definitions and notations, when not otherwise indicated, are 
freely borrowed from [A-B-W-2] and [A-B-2]. 
One should remark that after this paper had been written, [R-S] was 
published. In there, a straightening algorithm for a supersymplectic algebra 
was obtained. Now, one can embed both D(D,F) and S(A2F) into that 
superalgebra and view their filtrations as induced by the mentioned algo- 
rithm. One expects something similar to hold for D(A’F) and S(S2 F), in 
some other appropriate superalgebra. 
1. D(D,F) FILTERED IN TERMS OF WEYL FUNCTORS 
In this section we construct a universal filtration of D,(D2F) whose 
associated graded object is Cli, =m K,,F. 
We start by defining suitable maps DztF + D,(D2 F). An obvious 
definition would be the composite 
DzlF~ D,F@ ... @D,F2 D,(D,F), 
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where A denotes the diagonal map in DF, and m is multiplication in 
D(D,F). Yet, 
(moA)(l(*‘))=t! (l’*))(‘) (1) 
(where 1 denotes the first element of an ordered basis { 1, . . . . n} of F, fixed 
once for all) immediately tells us that m 0 A is not suited for characteristic- 
free considerations. Since, however, the choice of the basis (1, . . . . rz} iden- 
tities CL(F) with GL(n, R), and Hom,,(,.,(D,F, M) = Hom.(R(A), M), 
where Ts GL(n, R) is the torus consisting of the diagonal matrices, 1 is a 
sequence (A,, . . . . 1,) of non-negative integers, Di F = D,, F@ . . . @ 
DinF, R(A) is the T-module inducing Dj,F, and M stands for any GL(F)- 
module, homogeneous of degree ,I, + .. . + 1, (cf. [A-B-2, Sect. 21, where 
Hom,(R(IZ), M) is called the weight module of M corresponding to the 
weight I), (1) also tells us that there exists a map y such that for every x 
in D,,F, 
(m 0 A)(x) = t ! y(x). 
DEFINITION 1.1. We define cpI: D,,F+ D,(D,F) to be the map y as 
above. 
Remark 1.2. The (mono-)morphism qPr is the generator of the one- 
dimensional weight module of D,(D,F) corresponding to the weight 
(24 0, . ..) 0). When working with cpt, we think of it as of (l/t!)(m 0 A). 
For every (proper or improper) partition 1= (,I,, . . . . 2,) such that 
IdI = m, we next define a CL(F)-map (pzl : D,,F+ D,(D, F) (23, is 
WI 3 212, ...? 2J,)). 
DEFINITION 1.3. ‘pzA is the composite map 
4, FQ ..e QD,,zF~ D,,(D,F)Q .-. QD,s(D,F) 5 
where again m is multiplication in D(D,F). 
We claim that the images of the maps (Pan, with 1 proper, cover 
D,(D,F). 
Let a E D,(D,F) be any element a?‘. ... .a?‘, where each USE D,F is 
an element of the basis induced by { 1, . . . . n}, ui# uj whenever i#j, each 
ri>l, and r,+ ... + rs = m. We may assume that ui = xi yi Vi 6 p (xi and 
yi being different elements of { 1, . . . . rz}) and ui = xi*) Vi > p, for a suitable 
integer p between 0 and s. Let us call rP + 1 + . . . + rs the pure content of a, 
denoted by PC(u), 0 d PC(u) d m. 
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Since all elements like a(,“) . . . . . aj’“’ f orm a basis for D,(D,F), we prove 
our claim by showing that those elements can be covered, and achieve such 
a goal by descending induction on their pure contents. 
If PC(a)=m, then a= (x(12))(“). . . . . (x~*))(~s’, where we may assume 
rl 2r,b ... 2 rS. If 1 denotes (rl, . . . . rS), then ~2n(xi2’1’ @ . . . 0 x:‘~~‘) = a. 
Let us suppose now that we know how to cover all elements of pure 
content 2t + 1. Every element of pure content t is of the form (x1 Y,)(~‘) .. . 
(x y )(‘p) (xc*) )(++I). . . (x(*))(‘*) where r + . . . + rS= t. Let us denote 
sughPan elegeint by b, akd call C the %ment of D2r, F@ . . . Q D2,F: 
x’,‘l’y’;“Q . . . @ x(‘~)y~’ @ x22;‘) 0 . . . @xi*‘“). If 1 denotes the proper 
partition obtainedP by rearranging ri, . . . . rS is weakly ‘decreasing order in 
some way, there is just an element c of D,*F obtained by rearranging the 
factors of C accordingly. Let us examine (Pan. Each x~)y~‘~’ goes to 
(x, yl)(rr) + {a Z-linear combination of terms 
(x(*9(d (y’*‘)‘“’ (x y pw 
f I f I witha#O}. (3) 
It follows that (Pan = b + Ck zkbk, where for each k zk E Z and PC(bk) > 
PC(b), i.e., PC(bk) > t + 1. And by the induction hypothesis, b = (Pan - 
Ck z,b, is covered by some maps of the required type. 
We note that in (3), if r1 = 1, there is in fact no Z-linear combination, 
and the argument is simplified. In the extreme case when r1 = . . . = rP = 1, 
(Pan = b directly, without resort to the induction hypothesis. 
We have thus proved the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. D,(D,F) is covered by the images of the maps (pzA, 
where 1 ranges over all proper partitions having weight m. 
DEFINITION 1.5. For every proper partition I of weight m, we denote by 
Mzl F the GL(F)-submodule of D,(D,F) C,,A im(cp,,), where /J stands 
for a proper partition of weight m, and 2 denotes the lexicographic order 
of partitions. 
We also set &,, F = C,, 1 im( rp,,). 
Remark 1.6. Proposition 1.4 says that {M2AF} is an exhaustive 
filtration of D,(D,F). 
In order to prove that the composition factors of {M21F} are the Weyl 
functors K2aF, IL1 =m, we have to show that each (pzl, A proper, of weight 
m, induces an isomorphism K,, F + M,, F/M2A F. 
LEMMA 1.7. For every proper partition A of weight m, rp,, induces a map 
K,, F + M,, F/I%?,, F. 
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Proof. Recalling [A-B-W-2, Sect. 11.31, it sulhces to show that 
p o qzi o 0 >A = 0, where p is the projection M,, F + Mz2 F/&f,, F and 0 ;A is 
the sum of all composite maps of type 
D,,,FQ .‘. QD2~i_,FQD2~i+tFQD2~,+,~rFQD2~,+2FQ ..- Q&A/' 
I 
l@ ~~~~1@ILl~lc31c3 ‘.‘@I1 
Du,FQ ... QD21,_,FQD~~,FQD,FQD~~,+,-~FQDz~,+zFQ ... QDzn,F 
l@J . ..@l@l@rn@l@ . ..c31 
Dzn,FQ .‘. QD,,~_,FQD*~,F~D2~,+,FQD2~,+*FQ ... Q D,,F. 
Denoted the above composition by 0 ;, we check po (pzlo q i; = 0 by 
showing that Q,,F contains ((~~~0 0,)(X0 l(21~+r)Q2(21~+1-r)Q Y). Here 
X and Y are any elements of Dzi,FQ ... QDzn,-,F and D21i,,FQ ..- Q 
D2n,F, resp., and in D21,+, FQ DZLi+, _ *F we restrict our attention to 
the element l(*k + 1) Q 2(*k+ I - 1) again because of the identification 
Horn GLcn,Rj(DLF, M) = Hom,(R(I), M), mentioned at the beginning of 
this section. We have 
q ;(XQ 1 (2-b+ 1) Q 2(*&+1- 1) Q y) 
= XQ 1 (*A,) Q 10,2(*“z+ 1 -I) Q y, 
q2A(XQ l(*k)Q 1(9(*&-0Q y) 
c li+ (t-u)/2 = 
li 
S(u) -z, 
ust(mod2) 
ugmin(t,*Af+~--r} 
where S(U) = (12)‘“) (1 (2) (h+(l-u)/*) (2(*))(ii+l-(r+u)/*), because cpi (l(*+ ) 
(1 (*))(‘I), and 
=1x 
li+l! 
Ai+,! u U! ((t-U)/2)! (lj+,-(t+U)/2)! 
x (12)” (p)(r-uv* (p)li+l -(j+u)/* 
=+ 
Ai+,! I 
Ai+,! U! ((t-U)/2)! (tli+,-(t+U)/2)!“’ 
x ((t - u)/2)! (lj, I- (t + u)/2)! 
x (12)‘“’ (pyw (2w)(L-(t+u)/*) 
=I (12)W (p9((r-u)/*) (p)(1,,1-u+uP) 
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(the idea is that out of &+i available slots, the number u of those taken by 
12 must have the same parity of t; so we are left with li+ i -U slots to 
accommodate (t - u)/2 l(% and (2&+ i - t - u)/2 = li+ i - (t + u)/2 2(*)‘s; 
then for every u, 
u! ((t - u)/2)! (/Ii, 1- (t + U)/2)! 
is the number of combinations with repetitions one can have with u 12’s, 
(t- u)/2 l(*)‘s, and &+i - (t + u)/2 2’*%). As for Z, it only depends on X 
and Y. 
To prove that C ( ‘l+(i; ‘)‘*) S(u) . Z belongs to b8,, F, it suffices to show 
that for each u, S(u) occurs in I&T)=S(U)+C,,!?(U-~)+C~S(U-~)+ . . . . 
where + is a map (p2,, with p a proper partition such that /PI= m and 
p > 1, T is a suitable term, and ci is an integer. In other words, we work 
recursively, first covering exactly S(u,), where uO is the least possible u, and 
then S(u, + 2), S(u, + 4), etc. 
We claim that the appropriate T for the generic S(u) is as follows. In 
let US define T= X@ 1(211+r)2(u)02(211+1-‘-u)~ Y, where X and Y are the 
same elements introduced above. If p denotes the (possibly improper) par- 
tition (A,, . . . . Izi-i, li+(t+~)/& li+l-(t+~)/2, 1i+2,...,IzS), then (Pan 
equals 
(12)‘“‘(py+wJ)/*) (p)w-v)/*) (2(2yi+1-(r+U)/2) *z 
v = u (mod 2) 
ucu 
= 
I( ” 
“.+;u-J:;;)i2) (12)‘“‘(p)(~i+ww*) (p)(“t+l-(‘+tm .z 
where Z is the same element (depending on X and Y) found before, v = u 
yields S(u) with coefficient 1, and VE {u - 2, u -4, . ..} gives S(u- 2) 
S(u - 4), . . . with various integral coefficients. 
Hence if ji is proper, setting T= T (and $ = (pzp) we are done. If ji is 
improper, rearranging its terms in some way, we get a proper partition p 
that is still > 1 (since ji has been obtained from 1 by bringing up some 
boxes from row i + 1 to row i). If TE Dip F is obtained by rearranging in 
the very same way the factors of TE D2pF, then q,,(T) = q,,(T), because 
the maps of type (Pan are defined row-wise and multiplication in D(D2 F) is 
commutative. Therefore we are through also if p is improper. 
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Having established that cpZi, I proper, IA1 = m, does induce a map 
K,,F + MzA F/uziF, one could try to show directly that the induced map 
is bijective. It is more convenient, however, to take another direction. 
LEMMA 1.8. rk(D,(D,F)) = CI;.I =* rk(K,,F) over every R. 
Proof Since D,(D*F) and each K,,F are universally free, it suffices to 
show the equality over any field k of characteristic zero, i.e., in the classical 
case. But classically it is well known that the character of D,(D, V) z 
S,,,(& V) (V an n-dimensional k-vector space) equals the sum of the 
characters of the representations K,, V, 111 = m; see for instance [M, 
Exercise 5 on p. 451. (This classical result is also a corollary of the 
treatment of S,(&F) given in Section 3 below.) 
THEOREM 1.9. {M,,F} is a filtration of D,(D, F) whose associated 
graded object is J$ =m K,,F. 
Proof Let us recall [A-B-W-2, Sect. II.31 that a basis for K,,F is 
given by the elements d;,(f, @ . . . 0 f,) such that 
(1) each fi is an element 1 @l)2@*) . . . n(‘“) of the basis of DIlt F induced 
by (1, . . . . 4 
(2) when, for each i, the ith row of 2A is tilled withfi, i.e., with 
l...lZ...Z...n...n 
e-Y_ 
r1 r: rn 
(in increasing order, as shown), the tableau so constructed is co-standard 
(= non-decreasing along the rows, increasing along the columns). 
To each such element d;,(f, @ . . . Of,), we associate (p& @ . . . of,) E 
D,(D, F). The collection B of all terms cpzl(fi @ . . . 0 f,) is a system of 
generators for D,(D*F) because of the combined effect of Proposition 1.4 
and Lemma 1.7. But D,(D,F) is free of rank equal to the cardinality of B, 
by Lemma 1.8. Hence B is a basis of D,(D,F). Since all terms 
(P2Jfi 0 . . . 0 f,) with p b Iz (p > il, resp.) form a basis for M,,F (&,,F, 
resp.), it follows that each (p2). induces an isomorphism from KznF to 
M,,F/ti,,F. In other words, the graded object associated to { M,,F} is 
xii., =m K,,F, as required. 
Remark 1.10. Although one can define maps cpt: D,,(F+D,(D,F), 
h > 3, similarly to what has been done for h = 2, they do not lead to a 
universal filtration of D,(D,F). In fact it is known in characteristic 
zero that D,(D,,F) in general is not isomorphic to Cln, =m K,,F; e.g. 
D,(&f’) g K&‘OK,,,,F (cf. IILl). 
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Finally, one should observe that from Theorem 1.9 it follows that not 
only D(D,F), but also other plethysms are isomorphic (up to a filtration) 
to a sum of Weyl functors. For instance, D( (D,F) 0 F). 
Remark 1.11. D((D,F)OF)=C,.,D,((D,F)OF) has a universal 
filtration whose composition factors are Weyl functors. For it is known 
that, up to a filtration, D,((D,F)OF)=C~=,D,(D*F)6D,-,F, 
Theorem 1.9 describes D,(D,F) in terms of K,,F, and each K,,F@ 
D m -kF is known to have a universal filtration in terms of Weyl functors. 
Moreover, since the weight of D,(D, F) @I Dk-,.F (i.e., 2m + k - m = 
m + k) depends on m and Pieri formula says that each factor of K,,F@ 
D k-mF occurs with multiplicity 1, we can deduce that all composition 
factors of Dk((DIF) 0 F) occur with multiplicity 1. But multiple factors 
appear in D((D,F)@ F). 
2. S(A’F) REVISITED 
We construct here a universal filtration of S,(A’F) whose associated 
graded object is &, =m L,,F. The construction resembles that of Section 1 
and confirms what we observed in the Introduction about the close 
parallelism between D(D2F) and S(A’F) (also cf. Remark 2.9 below). 
Modulo the identification of S,(A’F) with the degree m homogeneous 
polynomials of RIYiilIgicjGn, our filtration coincides with that of 
[A-DF]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let us choose a basis (1, . . . . n) of F, fixed once for all. 
Let us define $*: A2’F+ S,(A2F) recursively: 
(i) if t= 1, +, is the identity on A2F 
(ii) if t > 2, tit is given by 
i, A ... A i2,H F (-l)‘-‘(i1 A ii) 
j=2 
*$,-l(il A i, A --- A iJ A ... A izt), 
where Li means a omitted. 
Remark 2.2. $, is GL(F)-equivariant, and the composite 
A2’F~ A2F@ ... 8 A2F7;;* S,(A2F) 
-t- 
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precisely equals t ! II/,. Unlike Buchsbaum (to whom we owe Defini- 
tion 2.1), from now on we think of $, as of (l/t !)(m 0 A). 
In fact, modulo the identification S(n*F) z R[ YV] i G i..jG n, +, precisely 
coincides with the PfalIian map i, A . . . A i2,- [il, . . . . i2,] used in 
[A-DF]. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For every (proper or improper) partition 1 of weight 
m, we call +21 the composite 
A2”lFQ ... @A*“,F- S tii, G3 ” c4 $A, Al (A*F)@ ... 0 S1,(A2F) 2 S,(A*F) 
where m denotes multiplication in S(A*F). 
Remark 2.4. The map Ic/*&,, where 1, = (l”), is surjective, because every 
nf= i (xi A vi)” with Xi A yi # xi A yi, ri 2 1, xi ri = m, is equal to 
Ic12c&l A Y, 8 ... 8x1 A yl@ ... @X, A J’,@ ... @X, A y,). 
- 
r, ‘P 
DEFINITION 2.5. For every proper partition 1 of weight m, we denote by 
NIiF the GL(F)-submodule of S,(A*F) C,,I im(ll/,,), where p stands for 
a proper partition of weight m, and > denotes the lexicographic order of 
partitions. 
We also set fi2,F=&,lim($2,). 
{N,,F} is an exhaustive filtration of S,(A*F) (by Remark 2.4), and we 
want to show that I,$*~, 
J’J2~Flfid. 
I proper, III= m, induces an isomorphism Lzn F + 
LEMMA 2.6. For every proper partition ,I of weight m, $21 induces a map 
Lzl F + NzA F/tizl F. 
Proof: By [A-B-W-2, Sect. 11.23, it is enough to show that 
im(@,, 0 0 ,) s fi21 F, where 0 f is the composite map: 
/j2A’J’@ . . . Q/i**,-1FQ/1*~‘+‘FQ/i2~1+‘-‘FQ/i24+2FQ . . . QA*“sF 
I 
l@J”‘@l@A@l@l@“-@1 
A*“‘F@ . . . Q/i21,-~FQ/121’FQ/ir~Q/i21,+1~*FQ,2n,+~FQ . . . Q,f*“‘F 
I 
l@ . ..&3l@l@m@l@ ..-@I 
A*“lF@ . . . Q A21.~-lFQ /i**‘I;Q A’“t+lFQ A2”,+‘J’Q . . Q /1*“sF. 
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Taken X@a@b@ Y in (A2”lF@ ... ~~2”~-~~)~~2”~“F~~2a~+1~‘F~ 
(‘4 2&+2F@ ... QA2asF), q ,(XQaQbQ Y) = CJQL~~~~,Q& A bQ Y, 
and 11/2d(Ca X@ uor2& a&, A b Q Y) = C, S’(u) .Z, where 2 depends on X 
and Yonly, u=t (mod2), u<min{t,2;1,+,-t}, and 
1 1 1 
s’(U)=II,! ((t-24)/2) - 
1 
!u! (Ii+,-(t+u)/2)! 
43 scA~Fj(ai,2 0 . . . Q al2 0 aG2 0 . . . 0 a$ 
a.P AI (r-u)/2 
Qa$“‘n b,,Q ... QaLy)r\ bb,Qb;,Q ... QbF2). 
u a,+I-(l+u)/2 
We notice that s’(u) = ( A+ (>.;U)i2) S(U), where S(U) is equal to 
1 
(ni+(t-u)/2)!u! (A,+,-(t+u)/2)! 
~~rn,~,2,~(a,,Q~~~Qa~,Qa~, A b,,Q...Qa&‘; AbblQbw). 
4P - -- a, + (I - x4)/2 u ai+l-(I+uw 
We claim that each S(U) occurs in q(T)= S(U) + c,S(u-2) + 
C,s(U-A)+ ..., where cp is a map ti2,, with p a proper partition such that 
1~1 = m and p > L, T is a suitable term, and each ci is an integer. 
Let us define T=& XQa A b,,Qb~2A,+,_,puQ Y in A2”lFQ ... Q 
/12a~-1FQ/12a~+t+uFQ/12a~+1-‘-uFQ/12a~t2FQ . . . QA2”sF, where Xand y 
are the same elements taken before. If fi denotes the (possibly improper) 
partition (A,, . . . . li- i, Ai + (t + u)/2, Ai+ I - (I + u)/2, A.i+2, . . . . n,), then 
$2fi( T) = C, IV’(o). Z, where Z is the same element as above, u = u 
(mod 2), u < U, and 
1 1 1 1 
W’(U)=(ni+(t-u)/2)!z((u-u)/2)! (n,+,-(t+u)p)! 
. C msc,,zF,(~ 0 a:, A bpl 0 .. . 0 a$ * bb, 
a.B ai+(l--v)/2 G 
Qb;2Q . . . Qb;;;Qbj’;‘Q . . . QbjY,‘) 
(u - VI/2 a,+I-(f+uw 
( 
Ai+ 1 - tt + u)/2 
= 
(u-u)/2 > W(u), 
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with W(u) equal to 
1 
(Ai+ (t-u)/2)! u! (A,,, - (t +u)/2)! 
.cm 
a.B 
s(A+j(M@ azl A b,, 0 . . . 0 a&‘; A bb, 0 bi2 0 . . . 0 b;;;). 
_v 
2, + (I - 0 j/2 ” >.,+I-(t+u)/Z 
Clearly, W’(U) = W(U) = S(U). Thus if ji is proper, T = T (and cp = ti2,) 
works. If fi is improper, rearranging its terms we get a proper partition ,u, 
and if T is obtained from T by rearranging its factors accordingly, 
$2,(T) = tj2& T), and again we are done. 
THEOREM 2.7. (N22F} is a filtration of S,(A2F) whose associated 
graded object is Clll =m L2j.I;: 
Proof: It is classically known that rk(S,(n2F)) = &, =m rk(L,,F) (see 
for instance [M, Exercise 6 on p. 461). 
Let us recall [A-B-W-2, Sect. II.21 that a basis for L2nF is given by the 
elements d2Jfi @ . . . 0 f,) such that 
(i) each fi is an element of the basis of A’“‘F induced by { 1, . . . . n} 
(ii) tilling (for each i) the ith row of 2,J with fi, the tableau so 
constructed is standard (=increasing in the rows, non-decreasing in the 
columns). 
To each such element d,,(f, @ . . . 0 f,), we associate IC/2n( f, @ . . . 0 f,) E 
S,(A2F). The family B of all terms t,bzA(fi 0 ... Of,) is a system of 
generators for S,(AfF), by Remark 2.4 and Lemma 2.6. But IBI = 
C,i,=m rk(L2AF)=rk(S,(/12F)), and B must be a basis of S,(A2F). The 
statement now follows. 
Remark 2.8. In the proof of Theorem 2.7, one could show directly that 
rk(&(A’F)) = C,,, =m rk(LIIF), in the following way. Each Il/2n induces an 
epimorphism $ 22 : L2nF + NzlF/fiZIF. Let C denote the basis element 
d&f, 0 . ..@f.)ofL,,Fsuchthatfi=lA2r\ . . . r\2Jiforeachi(Cis 
called the “canonical tableau”). It is clear that $21(c) is not zero, because 
there is no way of displaying as many l’s, 2’s, 3’s... as occurring in C in any 
tableau associated to a basis element of Lzp F, with p > 1. Since the Schur 
functor is irreducible over any field k of characteristic zero, it follows that 
@*A is an isomorphism over such a k and rk(&,,(~2F))=C,,,=, rk(L,,F) 
over k, hence over every R, by universal freeness. 
One should observe that a similar argument does not work for the cases 
of D,(D,F) and D,(A*F) (which involve Weyl functors), but can be used 
for S,(S,F), which again has a filtration in terms of Schur functors. 
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Remark 2.9. The strong analogy between D(D*F) and S(A*F) carries 
the classical link between the characters of S(S2 V) and S(/i* V) ( V an 
n-dimensional k-vector space, char(k) = 0), cf. [M, Exercises 5 on p. 45 
and 6 on p. 461, over to the universally free functors D(D2 F) and S(A*F), 
where D is the contravariant dual of S and D2 is the Q-dual (in the sense 
of [A-B-2, Sect. 71) of /1’. 
Similarly to what we did at the end of Section 1, we explicitly observe 
that Theorem 2.7 implies that not only S(,4*F), but also other plethysms 
can be filtered in terms of Schur functors, e.g., S((A*F) OF). 
3. D(A*F) AND S(&F) 
In this section we describe a filtration of D,(A*F) in terms of Weyl 
functors. Since D,(A*F) is the contravariant dual of S,(A*F), such a 
description somehow dualizes that of Section 2. 
As for S,(S,F), the contravariant dual of D,(D,F), Remark 2.9 leads us 
to expect a close resemblance with the case of D,(A*F). We show that this 
is in fact the case, by quickly describing a filtration for S,(S2 F) too. 
(Modulo the identification of S,(S2F) with the degree m homogeneous 
polynomials of RIXvllGiGjG,, such a filtration coincides with the one 
given in [A].) 
We keep assuming that a basis { 1, . . . . n} of F has been fixed once for all. 
Since the composition factors of D,(A*F) are going to be Weyl functors 
of type K,-,F, that is, Weyl functors indexed by partitions with an even 
number of boxes in each column, i.e., partitions like (a, a, b, b, c, c, . ..) (with 
a, b, c, . . . not necessarily different), we start by defining suitable maps 
(~(t,,): D,FQD,F+ D,(A*f’). 
DEFINITION 3.1. (P(~,~) is the generator of the (one-dimensional) weight 
module of D,(A*F) corresponding to the weight (t, t). 
Remark 3.2. It is easy to see that the composite D,FQD,F . 
A*F@ . . . @ A*F-;;;r D,(A*F), where m is multiplication in D(A*F)?&hd 
-,- 
4W) is the co-Schur map associated to the partition (2, t), precisely 
coincides with t! (Pi,,,). Hence, from now on, we think of (Pi,,,) as of 
(llt!)(m~d;,,,)). 
DEFINITION 3.3. For every proper or improper partition p, of weight 
2m, of even length 2q and such that pi = pi- 1 for all even i between 2 and 
2q, we call ‘p,, the GL(F)-map D,F+ D,(A*F) given by the composition 
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D,,FQ D,,FQ D,,FQ D,FQ . . .Q D,+,FQ D,,F 
’ D,,(A2F) 0 D,,(A2F) Q . .- Q D,JA*F) 
‘p(,,.,,)@rp(,,,w)@ “’ @‘(Lq-,, pa,) 
2 D,(A*F). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. D,(A*F) is covered by the images of the maps (Pi 
with p ranging over all proper partitions of weight 2m, of even length 2q 
and_such that pi=pi-r for all even i between 2 and 2q (i.e., p ranges over 
all 25 I a proper partition of weight m). 
Proof Let nr=, (xi A yJ(‘l), with xi A yi#xj A yi, ri> 1, Ciri=m, 
denote any element of the basis of D,(A*F) induced by that of F. We may 
assume that (rr, r2, . . . . rp) is a proper partition of m. Let ,H denote the 
partition ( pI, . . . . pzp), where pi = pi- r = ri for all even i between 2 and 2p. 
Clearly 
cp 
P 
(x’;I’Qyp’)Qxp)Qyp)Q ... QxF’Q y(p) = f-j (Xi A yp. 
i= 1 
DEFINITION 3.5. For every proper partition 1 of weight m, we denote by 
go F the GL(F)-submodule of D,(A2F) Cuyg im(q”), where p stands for 
2J and v is a proper partition of weight 2m, of even length 2q and such that 
vi = vi- 1 for all even i between 2 and 2q. (As usual, > is the lexicographic 
order of partitions.) 
We also set j$f~F=x~,~ im(cp,). 
By Proposition 3.4, {M,-,F} is an exhaustive filtration of D,(A*F). We 
now show that cpz, 
A&F/A&F. 
1 proper, 1121 = m, induces an isomorphism K,-,F+ 
LEMMA 3.6. For every proper partition 1 of weight m, cpc induces a map 
K,-,F--+M,-,Ff&F. 
Proof As in the proof cf Lemma 1.7, we have to show that po (pp 0 
III; = 0, where p stands for 21 and 0 : is the composite 
DP,FQ ... QD,,-,FQD,,,,, FQDpi+,--tFQD,;+,FQ .‘. QDpzgF 
I 
DP,FQ ... QD,_,FQD,,FQD,FQD,+,_,FQD,i+,F~ ... QD,,F 
I 
D,,FQ ... QD,,_,FQD,FQD,+,FQD,+,FQ ... Q'& 
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If i is odd, pi=pi+i and poqp, 0 q : = 0 follows from the fact that 
pi! ‘p(,,, P,) factors through diPi. IIt). 
If i is even, we show that (cp,~ q :)(XQ l’~i-“Q2’~~+“Q3’~‘1+‘-“Q 
4(““+2)Q Y) is in Sl,F, in fact, one gets (pLi-i=pi, pi+i=P(i+z): 
=$ [/ii! (1 A 2)(P”)] -5 
I. I+ . 
[ 
P’i+1! 
’ t! (jii+l-t)! 
t! (2 A 4)“’ (pi+, -t)! (3 A 4)(“+‘-‘) 1 .z 
= (1 /y 2)‘“J (2 * 4)“’ (3 /y 4p’+‘-‘) .z, 
where Z depends only on X and Y. 
Let us define T=~Q~(“‘)~(‘)Q~(“I+‘)Q~(~,+I-‘)Q~(”~+I-’)Q y  in 
D,,F 0 ... 0 D,,-,F 0 D,-,,,F 0 D,,+tF 0 D,,+,-2’0 DpIC2-,F 0 
=‘,r+,FQ .. . Q D,+F, where X and Y are the same elements as above. If 
V = (V,, V,, . ..) denotes the (possibly improper) partition (pi, . . . . pi- *, 
Pi-1+t9 Pi+tY Pi+iyt9 Pi+zmt, PLi+3,**9 p2q) (still a partition of weight 
2m, length 2q, and such that Vi = Vi _ , for all even i between 2 and 2q), then 
cp,(T)=(l A 2)“1)(4 A 2)“‘(3 A 4)(@s+‘-‘).Z, 
where Z is the same element found before. 
Hence if 1 is proper, we are done since V > p. If V is improper, we can get 
from it a proper partition v (of weight 2m, length 2q, such that vi= vi-, for 
all even i between 2 and 2q) as follows: we first pass pi- i + t and pi + t 
across all ,U;S such that j < i - 1 and pi < pi-, + t, then we pass pi+, - t 
and pi+ 2 - t across all p,,‘s such that h > i + 2 and n,, > pi+ z - t. If T E D, F 
is obtained by rearranging the factors of TE D,F according to the way v 
has been obtained from V, rp,( T) = cp,-( T), and again we are done, since 
v>v>p. 
At this point, since rk(D,(n2F)) = rk(S,(/i’F)) = Clr,=, rk(L,,F) = 
Cll, =m rk(K,-,F) (the equality in the middle is that used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.7), Lemma 3.6 and an argument like that of Theorem 1.9 imply 
the following statement. 
THEOREM 3.7. {M,-,F} is a filtration of D,(A2 F) whose associated 
graded object is CIA, =m K,-,F. 
Remark 3.8. One can recognize in Definition 3.3 sort of a dual of 
Definition 2.3, in that the former splits rows into two bit pieces, the latter 
splits columns. This is a little misleading, though: if one dualizes the exact 
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sequence O+N,,Ff, S,(A*F)a L,,F-+O, where &=(I”‘), it isg* to 
coincide with Kz,F* = Kcm2)F* 4 D,(A2F*), as it is easy to check. 
More generally, dualizing the filtration {N,,F} of S,(A2F), one filters 
D,(A*F*) by means of the duals of the cokernels coker{N,,Fs S,(A’F)}. 
It follows that the dual filtration is no longer ordered lexicographically. 
For instance: m S,(A’F), N2c4,1 , 2 Fc N2c32JF since (4, l*)> (3*); thus 
(coker{N,c4,1~,F~S6(~2F)))*~(coker{N2~,~,FcrS,(~2F)})*; but (32,16)= 
[2(4, 12)] - is lexicographically larger, not smaller, than (2”) = [2(3’)]“. 
Yet one can show that the filtration of Theorem 3.7 essentially is the 
dual of that of Theorem 2.7. For in the case of S,(A*F), in order to prove 
that $21 induces a map from L,,F, one actually needs only images of 
previous maps tj2P with 2,~ D 21. Here P denotes the dominance partial 
order of partitions (i.e., c1 r> fl if CI~ + . . . + C(~ > /I1 + . .. + pi for all i > 1). 
S&ce 3 D 2L implies 2~ > 2,? [M, (l.lO)], and 2~ D 2L if2ndznly if 
2,~ 4 21 [M, (l.ll)], whenever 2~> 22 does not imply 2~< 2A (i.e., 
yp > %), it means that 2~ + 21, that is, we can modify the filtration of 
S,(A*F) and have the factor L,,F occur before the factor L,, F, which is 
consistent with Kc.F* coming after K,-,F* in D,(A*F*). 
We now quickly turn our attention to S,(S2 F), which is going to have 
composition factors of type L,-,F. 
We consider the composite A’FQ A’F d,,,, b S2FQ . . . Q S2F~ 
S,(W’h where &,,, is the Schur map associated to the partition (t, t). One 
checks mo&,,, = t! $C,.I) for a suitable $Cf,fj, and tic1 ,) is in fact the map 
given in [A]. 
If p is a (possibly improper) partition of weight 2m, of even length 2q 
and such that pi = pi- i for all even i between 2 and 2q, we denote by $, 
the map A,F+ S,(S, F) given by the composition 
AP’FQ Af12FQ Ap’FQ Ap4FQ . . . Q A-‘FQ A-F 
’ %,(S2F)QS,,(S,F)Q ... QS,JS,F) ~lP,.P2)@*(w4’4)@ .” @*(11*q-,4~) 
For 1 proper, )I[ =,m, let NEF=C,,~ im($,) and &s.F=C,,~ im($,), 
where p stands for 21 and v cannot be\mproper. 
The filtration { NnF} of S,(S,F) is clearly exhaustive because every 
element of S,(S,F) can be covered by the map tic+). 
If we can prove that each tip, p proper, induces a map L,F+ NpF/fiMF, 
then an argument like that of Theorem 3.7 shows that {N,-, F} has com- 
607/89/2-Z 
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position factors the expected Schur functors (the equality rk(S,(S,F)) = 
Eli, =m rk(L,-,F) is proven directly by means of the canonical tableau; cf. 
Remark 2.8). 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we want to verify that im($, 0 Cl ,) t hpF, 
where 0, is the composite map 
Ap’FQ . . . QA”-‘FQA”lFQ Api+‘FQAPif2FQ . . . Q Ap2qF. 
If i is odd, pi = ,uLi+ i and we are done because pi ! Ic/ Cfl,, P,J factors through 
d (r,, Pr)’ 
If i is even, one has to show that ($, 0 Cl ,)(X0 a Q b Q c Q dQ Y) E tip F, 
where u is in Api-‘F, b in Apn+‘F, c in A pr+l--fF, and din AN’r+2F. This can 
be accomplished by means of tie(T), where 
f= (A I...,~i-2,~i-l+t,C”i+t,Ili+l --t, Pi+Zmt9 Pi+37 **9/&q) 
and 7=x, XQa A dL,QbQcQd,,+,-,Q Y. 
4. THE OTHER PLETHYSMS A(B2 F) 
In the previous sections, for each of the plethysms D(D2F) and D(A’F) 
(resp., S(S,F) and S(A’F)), we have described a universal ( =independent 
of R) GL(F)-filtration in terms of Weyl (resp., Schur) functors, that is, a 
universal “K-filtration” (resp., “L-liltration”). 
We are now going to show that these are the only possible universal 
filtrations in terms of Weyl and Schur functors for plethysms of type 
A(B,F) (with A and B ranging in (D, A, S>). 
Since S,F=D,(S,F)= A’(S,F)=S1(S,F) is not a Weyl functor and 
D2F= D,(D,F) = Al(D,F) = SI(D2F) is not a Schur functor, D(S,F), 
A(S,F), and S(S,F) (resp., D(D,F), A(D,F), and S(D,F)) do not have 
universal K- (resp., L-) filtrations. Hence we explore the possibility of 
K-filtrations for A(D*F), A(A2F), S(D,F), and S(A2F), and of L-filtrations 
for D(A2F), D(S,F), A(A’F), and A(&F). 
A K- (L-) Filtration for A(A’F)? 
If A(A’F) had a universal K- (resp., L-) filtration, in particular A2(A2F) 
should be the functor Kc2.,~jF (resp., Lot ,,F), because over a field k of 
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characteristic zero it is well known that nz(A2V) = Kc2,1~) I/= Lc3,,, V (V is 
an n-dimensional k-vector space). But one shows [A-B-l, Sect. 41 that 
A2(A2V) = 43,l) v 
if char(k) # 2 
A4J’0 Wc2,12) f’/A4V) if char(k) = 2. 
Since L,,, ,) V and Kc,,, ) 2 V are indecomposable over infinite fields 
[DC-E-P, Sect. 31, it follows that over an infinite field of characteristic 2, 
n2(A21’) cannot be isomorphic to either L(,,,, I/ or Kc2,12j V, and A2(,4*F) 
cannot be either a Weyl or a Schur functor. 
Remark 4.1. The fact that n(ll’F) has no universal K- (L-) filtration 
could also be proved in a different way, similar to the one we are about to 
use for /i(D,F). 
A K- (Resp., L-) Filtration for A(D,F) (Resp., A(S,F))? 
If rl(D, F) had a universal K-filtration, ,4’(D, F) would be Kc,, 1j F, since 
in characteristic zero one knows that K,, , f F = A 2(D2F). 
If A2(D2F)~K,3,1, F, then composing with D2F@ D,F -P-P A2(D2F), 
one would have an epimorphism D,F@ D,F + K(,,,,F over every R. We 
show that this is not true. 
Since studying the homogeneous polynomial representations of GL(F) of 
degree r exactly corresponds to studying the finite dimensional representa- 
tions of the Schur algebra A = D,(End,(F)) (cf. [A-B-2, Sect. l]), we 
concentrate on Hom,(D,F@D,F, K,,,,F). By [A-B-2, Sect. 23 (also 
recalled in Section l), Hom,(D,F@D,F, K (3., ) F) is the weight submodule 
of K,,,,F corresponding to the weight (2’), a submodule which is one- 
dimensional since there is only one co-standard tableau 
1 1 2 Ku 2 
of shape (3, 1) and content (22). Hence the A-map generating 
Hom,(D,F@ D2 F, K,,,,,F) is the composite 
(p:D,F~D,F~D,FQD,F~D,F~D3FQD,Fdi)ll.K (3.11 F, 
and any other element of Hom,(D,F@ D,F, K,,,,,F) is a multiple of q by 
an element of the ground ring. Since q is not an epimorphism if 2 is not 
invertible in R (for instance, one cannot cover di3, 1J( 1 (3) @ 2)), we have 
proved that /i 2(D2 F) cannot be universally isomorphic to K,, 1j F. 
Thus A(D,F) has no universal K-filtration, and its dual A(S2F) has no 
universal L-filtration. 
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A K- (Resp., L-) Filtration for S(D, F) (Resp., D(S, F))? 
If S(DIF) had a universal K-filtration, &(D,F) would have composition 
factors K,,F and K,,z,F. 
If K,,,F= D,Fq &(D2F), then the A-projectivity of D,F [A-B-2, 
Proposition 2.11 would imply 
K,,,F - WV’) 
l . 
-. 
l . 
f 
m  
h4 
D,FQ D,F 
over every R. But Hom,(D,F, Dz FQ D,F) is one-dimensional with 
generator the diagonal map A, and m 0 A is not injective over every R. 
Thus K(,,F cannot be universally embedded in S2(DpF). Since D4F is 
A-projective, it also follows that S,(D,F) cannot universally project onto 
D,F. 
We conclude that S(D*F) has no universal K-filtration, and dually 
D(S, F) has no universal L-filtration. 
A K- (Resp., L-) Filtration for S(A*F) (Resp., D(A*F))? 
If S(A*F) had a universal K-filtration, S2(A2F) would have composition 
factors Kc2zj F and Kt14) F. 
If there were an epimorphism p: S,(A*F) -++ Kc2zjF, then A-projectivity 
of D2 FQ D2 F would give 
S2 (A*F) p J+,F 
f m f diz2) 
A*FQ A*F t7;-- D,FQ D2F 
for every R. Let us study Hom,(D,FQ D,F, A’FQA*F). It is one-dimen- 
sional, with generator the composite +: D2FQD2F dBAb D,F Q DIF Q 
D,F 0 D,F ,BTB1p D,F 8 D,F Q DIF Q D,F=A’F Q A’F Q A’F 
Q A’F-b A*F Q A*F (T denotes the permutation aQ b H b Qa). yj is 
in fact the co-Schur map di22). If h = $, di2zJ = p 0 m 0 di22) over every R. 
But p(m(d;,z,(l(*)Q 23))) = 2p[( 1 A 2)(1 A 3)], which is zero in charac- 
teristic 2. 
Thus S,(A*F) cannot universally project onto K,,+. Let us assume then 
that Kc22,F~ S2(A2F) universally. It follows by A-projectivity of D,FQ 
D,F that 
D,FQ D,F----t A*FQ A*F 
diz*, I I m  + 
Jh,F - S:(A*F) 
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for every R. But d;22J1(2)Q23) gives a nonzero element of S2(n2F), while 
(m0$)(1’~‘Q23)=2[(1 A 2)(1 A 3)]. 
We conclude that S(A2F) has no universal K-filtration, and dually 
D(n’F) has no L-filtration. 
Remark 4.2. We observed in Remark 1.10 that the maps cpI: D,,,F+ 
D,(D,F), h B 3, do not lead to any universal K-filtration of D(DhF). In 
fact, there seems to be little hope that D(D,F) (or any A(B,F)), h 2 3, may 
have a universal K- (or L-) filtration at all. For example, we show here the 
impossibility of a K-filtration for D(D,F) (an L-filtration is out of the 
question, since D,(D,F) = D,F is not a Schur functor). 
If D(D,F) had a universal K-filtration, in particular one would 
have a short exact sequence 0 -P D,F-f D,(D, F) P, K,,,,F+ 0 over 
every R. As Hom,(D,F, D2(DjF)) is one-dimensional, generated by cp2 = 
$ (D,FA D,FQ D,F + D,(D,F)}, i should coincide with cp2 (any 
multiple of (p2 would give trouble in some characteristic). But the co-Schur 
map d;4,2) projects D,FQD,F onto KC,,,& by A-projectivity of D,FQ 
D2F, one would have over every ring R 
D&V’) ’ z-t 442,F 
%. 
-. 
l . 
l . 
*. f 
dia.2)’ 
l * D,FQ D,F 
Let us study Hom,(D,FQ D,F, D2(D3 F)). Since there are two basis 
elements of D2(D3F) of weight (4, 2), namely lC3). 12’2’ and (1(2)2)(2), 
Hom,(D,FQ D,F, D2(D3F)) is two-dimensional, generated by the maps 
a: D,FQD,Fx D3FQD,FQD2Fs D,FQD3F+ D,(D,F) 
and 
a=; {D4FQD2F = D2FQD2FQD,FQD,F- D,F 
QD,FQD,FQD,F;;;;r D3FQD3F+D2(D3F)}. 
Thus the dotted map in the diagram above should be a linear combination 
of a and 8. Yet d&2)( lC3’2 Q2’2’) is an element of the co-standard basis 
of Kc4,2jF, while /I( 1 (3)2 Q 2(2)) = 2( 12’2) . 1 (2)2) and a( 1 (3)2 Q 2(2)) = 
2( l(3) .2’3’) + fp2( 1’3’2’3’). 
Therefore D(D,F) cannot have a universal K- (L-) filtration (and dually 
S(S3F) cannot have a universal L- (K-) filtration). 
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Note added in proof: After this paper had been accepted for publication, an article by 
K. Kurano appeared (J. Alg. 12.4 (1989), 388-413), in which the L-filtration of S(S,F) 
(independently constructed by that author) was used to study the relations of minors of 
generic symmetric matrices. Soon it should appear in print in another work by Kurano, where 
use of the L-filtration of S(n2F) is made to study the relations of pfaffians. Finally, the super- 
algebra containing both D(n2F) and S(S2F) can now be found in G.-C. Rota and J. A. Stein, 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 87 (1990), 653657. 
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